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UPDATE / Summer 2014

Welcome...
Reasons to be cheerful!
Well for most the financial year continues to prosper; foodservice business is on the increase and 
the sun is out. The foodservice industry along with most other UK business sectors continues to 
move positively forward with sustained confidence at last coupled with continued growth. And 
added to the nice summer weather we are enjoying it has really helped the eating and drinking out 
trades. The World Cup and many other major sporting events have also assisted some good extra 
business for our trade too.

Outdoor cooking continues to gain great momentum especially with BBQ’s and this year we have 
already seen a threefold increase in Crown Verity BBQ sales. It would appear that caterers are 
finally making a sound investment into suitable and proper commercial kit for outdoor cooking, 
kit that will not only last but will perform to meet demand time after time. Our outdoor kitchen 
solution has also been very well received and for caterers that want to make outdoor cooking a big 
part of the business, are investing heavily and able to promote their food offering as a really good 
point of difference which appeals to all age groups, singles, couples and families. More information 
on BBQ business plus our third annual British BBQ Battle final cook off are detailed within the 
enclosed BBQ Supplement.

So what’s the latest big news in the RH Hall Camp? Well we have just launched our annual 
Summer Catering Essentials promotion where we are giving away Love2Shop gift vouchers with 
over 24 pages of best-selling product lines, coupled with RH Hall exclusive buying terms it is, 
as usual, a rather unique offering… no other National equipment wholesaler is running such a 
promotion. See opposite page for more details.

Our Fabrications Division has recently been awarded a 2 year exclusive contract to supply Pret with 
their front and back of house counters and bespoke stainless steel products. The product range 
combines Simply Stainless and RH Hall bespoke counter services. This is a very proud contract to 
win as the Pret standards are extremely high and supply and back up service expectations are too! 
This helps position our fabrication services as a high quality business which can deliver to a very 
high standard too. See ‘In the Industry’ page for more information.

The new RH Hall website is in place, with products, manuals/brochure downloads and company 
information and the initial feedback from customers has been very positive. It is a big change from 
the older platform and as such allows us to continually develop this side of the business. Emma 
Smith and her team are heading this section of our business and our web development strategy 
will be on a continuous basis including special web buy only promotions, product and cooking 
demonstration video’s and social media - log onto www.rhhall.com and take a look. We would love 
to receive your feedback.

Our ethos at RH Hall is all about providing solutions and a point of difference, not just selling a 
piece of kit. It’s about understanding the customers’ needs and goals and scoping up a complete 
solution from enquiry to fulfilment plus adding in the ‘extras’ such as sound and reliable 
complete after sales service. The need for suitable foodservice equipment forms a major part and 
investment of any caterer’s business and the kit needs to be correctly specified for its intended use 
and to meet customer expectations. With that in mind, here’s to a sizzling good summer period of 
trading for us and our dealers and the whole UK foodservice market place.

Happy reading!

Ray Hall 
Managing Director

British BBQ 
Battle 2014

For information on this year’s 
competition and the overall 
BBQ Battle Champion see 
the enclosed BBQ Update 
Supplement.

Just one of the many outstanding dishes 
from this years British BBQ Battle final
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Here are just some of the latest additions to our outstanding range of 
equipment – all sourced from market leading brands, as you would expect!

Island life!
The new Crown Verity Island 
Grill (CV-MBI-80) has now 
arrived in the UK. 
This amazing complete outdoor system 
includes a 36” grill, a side-burner and 
ample storage to stow your BBQ gear. 
As stylish as it is powerful: constructed 
from 300 series top grade stainless steel 
with independent 15,000 btu stainless 
steel burners, capable of cooking up 
to 280 fresh burgers or 210 New York 
strip steaks per hour. Completely self-
contained and mobile, the system comes 
fully assembled and runs on propane 
gas. This ultimate outdoor kitchen will 
enhance the alfresco dining areas of 
hotels, restaurants, country/golf clubs, 
pubs and any outdoor events.

Boost your 
summer sales 
and get a 
treat on us!

The Summer Catering 
Essentials promotion runs to 
30th September
Our dealer promotions are one of a 
kind! No other wholesalers bring such 
promotional activity to the market. This 
summer it’s massive – bigger and better 
(if that’s possible!), amazing summer 
prices and £10,000s of free vouchers to 
give away.

There are 24 pages of essential products, 
all at best prices, from RH Hall’s exclusive 
brands in addition to great offers from 
other leading brands, including fabulous 
deals on the Crown Verity range of 
professional BBQ’s and the brand new 
MBI-80 ultimate outdoor cooking station 
and Mobile Hand Wash Unit – an excellent 
range at great prices to fulfil all outdoor 
cooking requirements.

When selected products are ordered 
we will send out Love2shop vouchers 
which can be spent at 80 plus retailers 
– everything from wine to theme park 
tickets. There is no limit to the amount of 
vouchers that can be claimed and we’ve 
increased stock levels to meet the extra 
demand!

NEW Maestrowave 
website coming soon
Development of the new Maestrowave 
website is almost complete and is 
due to go ‘live’early autumn. The 
full Maestrowave product catalogue, 
product information, operating manuals, 
brochures and latest news will be online. 
Watch this space! We will be notifying 
dealers and customers via email when the 
site goes live.

Smeg ovens
Smeg are launching new side opening 
ovens to complement their already 
extensive range of bake off and catering 
ovens. Based on the best-selling 
ALFA43 oven, there will be three 
electromechanical models: Convection 
only (model ALFA45); Multifunction 
(convection, convection + humidifier, 
static) with pizza stone on the cavity 
floor + 3 trays 2/3GN above (model 
ALFA45MFPGN); and Multifunction with 
normal cavity for 3 trays 2/3GN (model 
ALFA45MF).

Also, based on the wide bodied 
versions, as used by a number of the top 
foodservice companies, there will be two 
electronic models: Convection only (model 
ALFA146XE); and Convection + Humidity + 
Grill (model ALFA146GH)

For more details visit: 
www.rhhall.com

RH Hall social media  
Moving with the times, we have introduced 
a social media aspect to our new website, 
www.rhhall.com and will be using this 
media daily to stream all the latest news. 
Our RH Hall Facebook page and Twitter 
feed along with a youtube channel have 
all gone live in tandem with the new site 
launch. We also have LinkedIn pages and 
Google+. Keep visiting for new video clips 
and news online - we definitely now have 
a market leading website for the catering 
equipment industry.  

SCAN  
FOR MORE 
DETAILS



KRIS’ INDUSTRY UPDATE

The sun is out, the market is well and 
truly awake, people are spending money 
and businesses are spending money 
– all positive stuff! We’ve now witnessed 
18+ months of consecutive growth, with 
positive feedback from our customers, 
dealers and exclusive supply partners.
And it would appear that the industry as 
a whole has seen positive growth, with 
figures by Allegra Foodservice Strategy 
quoting the total eating out market 
reaching a worth of £82.8bn by the end 
of this year, that’s an increase of 2.8% 
forecast in the market for 2014 – the 
highest growth since well before the 
recession. The World Cup too has had a 
positive impact (as we hoped) with related 
spend in pubs and clubs expected to 
have hit £116m, a boost of around 10% 
for the on-trade. The Office for National 
Statistics has some good figures too in 
that the UK reached a record high for 
overseas visitors to the UK in the first five 

Kris Brearley
Sales Director

Our message always is to 
provide ‘the solution’ - this is 
our company ethos and one 
that is also shared with our 
nationally appointed RH Hall 
dealer partners. It’s pretty 
simple if the product is not 
right for the customer then we 
do not and should not specify 
or supply it! 

Should we expect our 
customers to know what piece 
of kit they need? Surely not… 
this is where an experienced 
and qualified equipment 
person can have greater 
knowledge and the goal should 
always be to deliver the right 
solution for the customer. It’s 
not just about the lowest price 
it’s about the correct product 
and solution which will provide 
the caterer a sound return 
on their investment and help 
grow, develop and build their 
business. 

So often we learn of incorrect 
specification and supply of

‘Knowledgeable solutions’ come first

months of 2014, hitting 13.23 million –  
so it’s all good news!
Talking of other good news, the British 
BBQ Battle, held at Blenheim, was a 
sizzler of an event, with weather to 
match! A fabulous day’s competition 
culminated in Graham Crump of the 
University of Warwick being crowned 
the BBQ Battle Champion. The Crown 
Verity BBQs performed brilliantly and 
gained more fans from the professional 
chefs and we’ve put together a BBQ 
Supplement with this issue to give you a 
real flavour of the day’s event. We’ll be 
planning next year’s competition from the 
autumn, so watch this space.
And last, but by no means least, we are 
looking forward to supporting our dealers 
and key brands at various forthcoming 
events (see opposite) where we’ll be 
sharing our company ethos of providing 
‘the solution’ – maximising upon on all 
our of knowledge and expertise to ensure 

we get the customers’ needs right, 
backed by the personal service that  
RH Hall and its approved dealer partners 
always will strive to deliver. Here’s to a 
great summer and autumn period for us 
all – cheers!  

When buying equipment we should encourage 
customers to not view it as a cost but as an 
investment, as it will earn them, or save them 
money if the right solution is provided. 
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equipment - especially via 
companies that major only 
on the internet side of their 
business for immediate “best 
price” online supply. Usually 
these internet only businesses 
don’t have a knowledgeable 
and trained equipment team 
to support the business. 
Therefore it is perhaps not 
surprising that their sell out 
terms are often cheap as all 
they are offering is the supply 
of an item to the doorstep 
with no experienced customer 
support and advice and no 
in house or dealer dedicated 
service prior to and after sale.

We launched our new website 
(www.rhhall.com) in the last 
quarter with the main initiative 
to try and help generate sales 
for our loyal distributors, 
particularly those who don’t 
have a big web presence and 
where they could actually be 
losing sales! Our aim is to 
keep our valued distributors 

in the loop and work in 
partnership – not bypass 
them by having direct sales 
via a new website. We know 
the value of having expertise 
in the field and we actually 
employ a whole team of staff 
dedicated to this side of the 
business who actively cultivate 
and support our dealer 
relationships. This is the 
way we have always run our 
business and how we intend to 
continue. Our dealer partners 
are key to the future… people 

still like to buy from people 
despite this digital age.

We would be 
particularly keen to 
hear feedback on our 
website. Any feedback 
received will be entered 
into a prize draw to 
win a Sharp Bluetooth 
speaker system. 
Please submit your 
thoughts at:
www.rhhall.com
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Some main examples are the first 
iWave® powered a la carte restaurant 
called Ashby’s in Suffolk, major trials 
and wins with our Distributor Partners, 
Lockharts, Holmes Catering and others! 

The success of working in partnership with our key brands and 
our approved distributors is really paying dividends and with the 
additional expertise of our Food Solutions team, some ground 
breaking developments and projects are coming to fruition.

Due to the pressure put on all 
foodservice manufacturers and 
suppliers, we have additional stock on 
all key brands to ensure we can facilitate 
any volume order over this busy period 
and one area in particular, Simply 
Stainless, has seen sales really grow as 
it offers an off the shelf solution where 
lead times are currently so long from 
fabrication companies.

The lead times are largely down to 
the increased need for schools to 
accommodate the free school meals 
provision from September. This is having 
a knock on effect in that it has become 
increasingly difficult to get fabrications, 
however, there is a solution… given our 
level of stock holding of the full range of 
Simply Stainless off the shelf fabricated 

Key brands & key 
dealers for success

Major contract wins with Electrolux, 
Panasonic, Sharp, Smeg and more. It’s 
all about working together, each partner 
specialising on what we’re good at and 
delivering some fantastic results!

RH Hall 
support at 
future events
AUGUST  2014
Nisbets’ Charity Day 

SEPTEMBER 2014 
Lockharts Conference at Wembley 

Sponsors of Craft Guild of Chefs’  
Golf Day & BBQ 

Takeaway Innovation Expo

OCTOBER 2014
Punch Roadshows 

CESA Heavy Duty Equipment Forum 

NACC

NOVEMBER 2014
CESA Conference

JANUARY 2015
Hospitality Exhibition

APRIL 2015
Hospital Caterers Association 
Conference – main sponsor

Simply always available
products, we can still fulfil most 
requirements on an almost immediate 
delivery basis. This combined with our 
own Fabrications Division means we are 
able to offer not only an off the shelf, but 
bespoke solutions too.

Many customers have said the same 
about shortages and specifically for inlet 
and outlet tables. Our Simply Stainless 
1200 and 1650 long tables are universal 
and fit all leading branded dishwashers. 
All our tables, shelving, work benches 
and cabinets are easily adapted for 
housing under counter equipment if 
needed and for those too busy to do 
drawings we have the ready-made 
solution – all at great prices!  
Contact your local ASM or call our sales 
office to discuss your project needs.

See us at HCA again in 2015



Competition time!
We have a £50 ‘Love2Shop’ voucher to give away 
to the first lucky reader pulled out of the hat
To win, simply answer correctly the following 3 questions:
1. Who was the 2014 British BBQ Battle Champion?
2. How many security shrouds have recently been completed?
3. How many burgers can the new Island Grill cook in an hour?
Email: competition@rhhall.com to enter. 
Closing date: 1st October 2014
Congratulations to Phil Durbridge of Commercial Kitchen 
Equipment who won a Sharp Bluetooth speaker system in 
our Spring UPDATE competition. 
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Business growth – all truth 
and not fabricated!

David Rance heads up our 
Fabrications Division and 
spoke to us about a number 
of key projects that are both 
in production and successfully 
fulfilled.

“We have just completed 
our largest order ever for 
heavy duty bunk beds. The 
International Academy, a 

private university, ordered 
from us over 100 double 
detachable bunk beds for 
two of their campuses in 
Oxford and Torbay. We had to 
get these to them for June, 
when their summer schools 
and student accommodation 
rental begins, and we 
delivered successfully on this 
large order, which is a great 
testament to the expertise of 
the team here.”

We have also recently 
completed nearly 6000 security 
shrouds for an international 
bank, which were designed 
to protect network PC access 
thereby securing them from 
data theft . Our client, Facio UK 
specialises in security systems 
for computers and this is part 
of an ongoing programme 
they have for supplying call 

centres, branches and offices 
for many UK and European 
banks. We worked with Facio 
on the design and produced 
prototypes to tailor fit the 
shrouds and the result of this 
successful collaboration is  our 
continued partnership with 
more shrouds required in the 
coming months.

Building on the extremely 
successful relationship we’ve 
had with Pret a Manger over 
the past 12 years, we are 
extremely proud to have been 
awarded a 2 year exclusive 
contract to supply the company 
with their front and back of 
house counters and bespoke 
stainless steel products. 
David tells us more. “This 
project went live on 1st August 
and involves us making a 
number of bespoke fabricated 
items to Pret’s very precise 
standards. We previously 
made samples to meet the 
standard designs they have 
for each store, but each piece 

The RH Hall Fabrications Division is 
experiencing exciting times with growth 
being seen in the business across all areas 
of manufacturing including catering, leisure, 
bunk beds, security fittings and components. 
The volume of work has led us to invest in new 
machinery, tools and staff. Lead times are being 
cut and the quality of work being produced 
speaks for itself, as leading names across 
various industries are testament to …

IN THE INDUSTRY At R H Hall we firmly believe in partnership with our customers and dealers 
to produce the best results. Here is one of our recent successes.

will be made bespoke to fit 
different store dimensions. 
In all there are about 30 
different items including 
sinks, tables, counters and 
trollies, plus other ancillary 
items with the bulk of the 
products being made by Simply 
Stainless and then with our 
further bespoke expertise, 
we will be undertaking the 
finishing and fine assembly 
work which will include 
electrical modifications. The 
contract includes both the UK 
and French stores. We are 
extremely proud and pleased 
that our relationship goes from 
strength to strength with  
Pret a Manger.”

For more information on the Fabrications Division and 
expertise please visit : 
www.rhhallfabrications.com
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National Accounts

Dashing head long into 
the new financial year, the 
National Account Division has 
been kept extremely busy! 
Various new opportunities 

Nick Sanders
AREA SALES MANAGER - MIDLANDS
Mobile: 07855 818 379
Email: nick.sanders@rhhall.com

David Rance
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
Mobile: 07817 916 938
Email: david.rance@rhhall.com

Jerry Dutton
NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
Mobile: 07966 232 982
Email: jerry.dutton@rhhall.com

The Midlands

Like England in the World 
Cup everything’s been going 
out fast! The summer has 
been busier than the Brazilian 
goalkeeper and with the 
Commonwealth Games, 
Cricket, Tour de France and

Chris O’Neill
NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
Mobile: 07791 316 820
email: chris.oneill@rhhall.com

Food Solutions

We’ve kicked off this period 
with some really high 
profile projects: we have 
now managed to launch 
the very first iWave® driven 
restaurant in the the UK. 
The training went well and 

have progressed and some 
have now been brought to 
a conclusion, including our 
appointment as contracted 
suppliers to Pret a Manger 
for all their key fabrication 
requirements. Working in 
partnership with Simply 
Stainless and RH Hall 
Fabrications we’ve harnessed 
the best knowledge in 
producing both standard 
modular products and 
bespoke items, in order to 
meet Pret’s requirements. 
Starting imminently, we are 
heading for another busy time!

Derek Poole
AREA SALES MANAGER - SOUTH
Mobile: 07973 163 294
Email: derek.poole@rhhall.com

The South

As predicted the increase 
in sales has continued over 
the last quarter and I think 
it’s safe to say that we’re all 
enjoying growth in sales.

The start of our financial 
year has been very positive 
and I’ve already seen growth 
with dealers who previously 
haven’t dealt with RH Hall on 
a regular basis. This is largely 
down to our Key Brands and 
in the case of one dealer 
solely down to Crown Verity. 
The recent BBQ competition 
at Blenheim Palace was a 
huge success and we hope 
sales of BBQ’s this season will 
be phenomenal. Finally you 
should now have details of 
our Summer promotion which 
should help drive sales.

Public Sector

This quarter has seen 
continued growth on public 
sector and opportunities prior 
to the Free School Meals 
launch date have kept the 
team fully focused. We have 
also been working more 

closely with ESPO, Findel 
Education and YPO to ensure 
all are aware of the vast range 
and consolidation of supply  
we can offer. After some  
tough years it is great to see 
a really buoyant public sector 
market and supports the 
investments we have made in 
previous years.

It’s a very exciting time in the 
Fabrications Division, with 
the amount of work coming in 
leading us to invest in terms 
of new machinery, tools and 
people so we can continue 
to grow and provide quality 
products in greater numbers 
and shorter lead times.

The North

After a successful 2013, 2014 
continues the growth seen 
in the area as we continue to 
focus strongly on Key Brands, 
having played and continuing 
to play a major part. I continue 
to approach end users on 

behalf of and with dealers, 
bringing them new business, 
benefiting both dealer and  
RH Hall, this acts to reinforce 
the relationship between us 
and our dealers, both knowing 
that the back-up and service 
provided by RH Hall is second 
to none and remains most 
important.

With our Summer Promotion 
now in full swing and looking 
to be as successful as last 
year’s, our dealers focus turns 
to summer products such 
as the Crown Verity range of 
commercial BBQ’s, Simply 
Stainless and the wider range 
of quality products available.

Tom Caine
AREA SALES MANAGER - NORTH
Mobile: 07855 818 380
Email: tom.caine@rhhall.com

the new football season along 
with the warmer weather 
even more BBQs keep flying 
out the door. 

After some extensive trials of 
equipment, this summer has 
already seen some exciting 
opportunities come to fruition. 
I’ve also been working with 
Janet from our Food Solutions 
division on menu development 
and product demonstrations 
specifically to help dealers 
when pitching for business. 
And as always, I’m happy to 
help with any of my region’s 
dealers and score some goals 
with you along the way!

the launch proved to be a 
massive success. The other 
main success was the Simply 
Stainless units that fitted out 
the whole of the kitchen. 
The 365 Soup® concept is 
going well and has been out 
on trial with one of the UK’s 
largest food wholesalers and 
there are other large retail 
operators looking to trial into 
several of their locations too. 
We are also working on a new 
initiative to offer hot food in 
store, including a range of pot 
meals and hand held snacks, 
using an iWave® system, 
working with one of our 
dealers, The Holmes Group.
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Janet is a Home Economics 
graduate and highly regarded 
trainer and developer, with 
over 23 years’ experience 
in the development and 
promotion of catering 
equipment with Panasonic 
UK, she brings a depth of 
knowledge in both domestic 
and commercial kitchen 
appliances.

Joining Chris O’Neill and the 
Food Solutions Team back at 
the start of February, Janet is 
working on various projects, 
including new product 
testing at our Pitstone HQ 
Development Kitchen. Janet 
explains more, “My role aims 
to make a direct impact and 
difference to the business 
and the clients we work for 
and hopefully its doing that 
already: from the exciting 
new product developments, 
on which I am able to help 
both the development and 

STAFF IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Janet Caveney
Update catches up with our new Sales Development 
Executive and finds out more about the newly 
created role, the breadth of experience behind the 
new recruit and how the first six months has gone…

service teams by giving input 
as to the various features 
that customers need, gained 
from years of working with 
end users; to food and 
performance testing of our 
equipment for clients to 
enable their products to be 
presented at their best; menu 
development; and providing 
product demonstrations plus 
on-site training as part of 
the inclusive RH Hall service 
to various key, multi-site 
customers. It’s definitely an 
exciting role and an exciting 
time to have joined RH Hall 
and help in shaping the 
business for the future.”

Janet is no stranger to us, 
having worked with RH Hall 
throughout her career at 
Panasonic, advising us on 
the performance testing and 
training of their commercial 
microwave ovens which we 
still carry as part of our of 

range. However, on taking the 
role, she was looking forward 
to fully utilising her skills that 
go way beyond commercial 
and domestic microwave 
ovens.

Managing Director, Ray 
Hall adds, “Reflecting our 
continued business focus of 
‘total’ foodservice solutions, 
the new position highlights 
our further investment into 
the complete service we want 
to provide our clients. With 
Janet’s depth and breadth of 
experience within commercial 
catering equipment, the 
appointment will add value 
to every stage of working in 
partnership with both dealers 
and clients and reinforce 
our professionalism within 
foodservice equipment 
provision. No other equipment 
supplier offers this kind of 
service – it’s a market leading 
and unique service”.

New faces

Rhianne Davies 
Commercial Sales

Lucy Pearce 
Sales Administration 
Assistant

Gay Roberts
Receptionist

Ben Chrystal
After a successful 
period as Bespoke 
Solutions Manager, 
Ben is now heading 
back to Australia and 
will be heading up 
the Simply Stainless 
operations over there! 
He will still be fully involved with our 
Simply Stainless relationship and will be 
looking after us too! 
A big thank you to Ben for his very 
valuable contribution, his expertise 
has been fundamental in developing 
the fabrications and Simply Stainless 
business in the UK. We wish him well and 
safe travels back to Aus.

Adam Hall will take over as Bespoke 
Solutions Assistant Manager from August.

A very fond farewell to...

Ella Brearley 
Ella has been working 
with Emma Smith in our 
Sales Administration 
& Marketing team for 
12 months, helping 
with crucial projects, 
including the launch 
of the new RH Hall 
website. Ella is off to Loughborough 
University for four years to study for a 
Human Biology degree. We wish her all 
the best and look forward to seeing her 
again in between university terms for 
project works!

Phil Shaw 
Phil is retiring after 
seven years’ service 
having joined us 
after a long and 
successful career 
at IMC, building a 
range of heavy duty 
catering equipment. 
He has been a key member of the iWave® 
production team, with his skills helping 
towards the success iWave® has achieved. 
For the past few months Phil’s extensive 
engineering experience has been in good 
use in our Fabrications Division, most 
recently masterminding the plumbing for 
the Pret a Manger fabrication contract. 
We would like to thank Phil for all his hard 
work and commitment, we’ll miss him, 
but wish him well in his retirement!

Welcome back to...
Sophie Hill who returns to the Sales 
Office following maternity leave.


